Feminised
Amnesia Lemon Kush
Black Gum
Pure Kush
Stinkin’ Bishop
White Critical

Feminised - Cali
Alien Gorilla
Black Ghost OG
Blueberry Ghost OG
Bruce Banner #3
Bruce Banner #3 Fast
Bruce Cookies
Do-Si-Dos OG
Gelato
Girl Scout Cookies
Gorilla Cookies
Gorilla Glue #4
Grandaddy Black
Purple Punch Cookies
Runtz Gum
Wedding Cake
Wedding Cookies
Zkittlez
Zkittzy Gorilla

Autoflowering
Auto Destroyer
Auto Jack Herer
Auto Purple
Auto Skunk
Lemonberry Haze Auto
Purple Haze Auto
Super Auto Lemon Haze
White Crystal Meth Auto

Autoflowering - Cali
Auto Blueberry Ghost OG
Auto Ghost Cookies
Auto Ghost OG
Blueberry Cookies Auto
Bruce Banner #3 Auto
Do-Si-Dos Auto
Gelato Auto
Girl Scout Cookies Auto
Gorilla Glue #4 Auto
Orange Diesel Auto
Wedding Cake Auto
Zkittlez Auto

Medical Strains
CannaBoom CBD+
CannaFuel CBD+
Dr Bruce Banner CBD
Sweet Peach Auto CBD

Amnesia Lemon
Kush

BUY NOW

Black Gum

BUY NOW

Pure Kush

BUY NOW

An exhilarating shot of Amnesia
Lemon is cushioned with a
dram of Indica Kush. Amnesia
Lemon Kush feminised seeds
from Original Sensible with her
deep intense citrus aromas can
hit you right between the eyes
relaxing the mind, body and
soul and deliver a severe blow
to any tension or stress the
day may bring. Pain dissolves
swiftly away and depression
is swiftly alleviated. Amnesia
Lemon Kush Seeds thrive in all
types of grow mediums and
are suitable for SOG and Scrog
set ups.

Black Gum is a cross between
the devastating Black Domina
and old school Bubblegum. This
Indica dominant hybrid provides a
deliciously sticky juicy strawberry
gum smoke that will stick you to
the couch as much as the skunk
sticks to you. This strain is easy to
grow and does well both indoors
and outdoors whether you top her,
tie her down or leave her to do
her thing, producing exceptional
results with high THC levels. With
a high resilience to pests and
diseases in an incredibly sturdy
plant, you can expect harvests
of up to 700g per plant outdoors
and up to 550g/m2 when growing
cannabis inside.

Pure Kush marijuana seeds are
created with 100% pure indica
landrace genetics from the Hindu
Kush, which is easy to grow and
oh so satisfying to smoke. Its
pure genetics make it incredibly
potent, the plant itself is robust
and has a great tolerance level
which makes them ideal for
those new to growing cannabis.
When grown outdoors expect
good quality crops of up to 700g
per plant, but it’s when you are
growing this weed indoors that
the plant comes into its own
producing up to 550g/m2 of the
most potent, couch lock Kush
you will ever have the joy to
experience.

BACK TO MENU

1

Amnesia Lemon
x Kush

65-75
days

60% Sativa
40% Indica

Oct

3

450g/m2
700g/plant

21%

100-160cm
200-250cm

Low

5

10

25

50

8.99€ 23.99€ 35.99€ 67.99€ 154.99€ 288.99€

1

Black Domina
x Bubblegum

50-60
days

10% Sativa
90% Indica

Sep

3

550g/m2
700g/plant

21%

100-160cm
120-180cm

Low

5

10

25

50

8.99€ 23.99€ 35.99€ 67.99€ 154.99€ 288.99€

1

Hindu Kush

45-55
days

100% Indica

Sep

3

550g/m2
700g/plant

22%

100-160cm
120-180cm

Low

5

10

25

50

5.99€ 15.99€ 23.99€ 44.99€ 105.99€ 199.99€

Stinkin’ Bishop

BUY NOW

White Critical

BUY NOW

Stinkin’ Bishop is a special blend
of Afghan Kush x Super Skunk
producing the most pungent
dank weed seeds. The smoke is
incredible with an outstanding
flavour of pungent skunk and
spicy, extra strong mature cheese.
THC levels are high and the
effect is well balanced creating a
mental and body relaxation with
a remarkable alleviation of pain,
stress and depression. Particularly
suited to indoor set ups but also
thriving well outdoors producing
a substantial harvest that both the
professional and amateur growers
alike can easily achieve. The weed
is outstanding, break open the buds
ready for use and you’ll see why,
the stench will make your eyes
water!

White Critical is bred with the
commercial grower in mind for
yield and potency but equally
these seeds are also a perfect
choice for the smaller grower
looking to produce coffee shop
grade that may well end up being
their preferred headstash. Easy to
control within indoor set ups and
with a short flowering period of just
50 to 55 days White Critical plants
are ripe for harvesting volumtious
buds which ooze with adhesive
like resin. Outdoors she’s unfailing
due to her high resistancy to pests
and mildew, ready to harvest
in the final weeks of September
/ early October every plant is
capable of producing up to a kilo
of dank narcotic weed.

BACK TO MENU

1

Afghan Kush x
Super Skunk

56-63
days

40% Sativa
60% Indica

Oct

3

550g/m2
800g/plant

20%

100-160cm
120-180cm

Low

5

10

25

50

6.99€ 19.99€ 30.99€ 56.99€ 129.99€ 242.99€

1

Critical x
White Widow

50-55
days

40% Sativa
60% Indica

Sep

3

500g/m2
1000g/plant

20%

100-140cm
160-220cm

Low

5

10

25

50

6.99€ 19.99€ 30.99€ 56.99€ 129.99€ 242.99€

Alien Gorilla

BUY NOW

Black Ghost OG

BUY NOW

Blueberry
Ghost OG

BUY NOW

Gorilla Glue #4 has reached
legendary status in the world
of cannabis strains. Alien
Technology has it’s own unique
story and was created by making
selections from a handful of
landrace seeds being acquired
from a US soldier returning
from Afghanistan. From these
powerhouses in terms of potency
and THC production, Alien Gorilla
was born. Alien Gorilla boasts
premium genetic parentage and
produces spectacular buds laden
with extreme THC after around
65 days flowering. Alien Gorilla is
an Indica dominant strain which
gives a balanced physical and
relaxing high.

Black Ghost OG combines two
of of our most powerful top draw
genetics, Black Domina and
Colorado Ghost OG. This exciting
and modern cross produces
an outstanding resin drenched
marijuana plant absolutely
oozing with THC crystals. And
no harvester could resist the
glimmering leaves which will
produce some of the most
intoxicating and exotic flavoured
extractions you’ve ever tasted.
Black Ghost OG is an Indica /
Sativa hybrid which is suited to
all growing methods and training
techniques, making her easily
managed indoors with a flowering
period of just 8 to 9 weeks.

Two legendary strains combine to
produce this very special strain.
We’ve used a monster Blueberry
(Blue Monster) with a deep kushy
fruity flavor and added some
acidic fruit into the mix with the
Colorado Ghost OG and hail
the blue titan... Blueberry Ghost
OG. Blueberry Ghost OG is an
amazing accomplisment, try for
yourself. In just 8 – 9 weeks of
flowering this lady will bring in a
massive haul of monsterous fat
buds loaded with gleaming resin
crystals with high levels of THC.
Yields are big indoors: 500–550g/
m2, whilst outdoors given the
right conditions double could be
achieved.

BACK TO MENU

1

Zkittzy Gorilla
x Alien
Technology

60-65
days

35% Sativa
65% Indica

Oct

3

600g/m2
700g/plant

25%

100-160cm
120-180cm

Low

5

10

25

50

8.99€ 23.99€ 35.99€ 67.99€ 154.99€ 288.99€

1

Colorado
Ghost OG x
Black Domina

56-63
days

40% Sativa
60% Indica

Oct

3

450g/m2
700g/plant

25%

120-160cm
160-200cm

Low

5

10

25

50

8.99€ 23.99€ 35.99€ 67.99€ 154.99€ 288.99€

1

Blueberry (Blue
Monster) x Colorado
Ghost OG

56-63
days

40% Sativa
60% Indica

Oct

3

550g/m2
1000g/plant

22%

120-160cm
160-200cm

Low

5

10

25

50

8.99€ 23.99€ 35.99€ 67.99€ 154.99€ 288.99€

Bruce Banner #3

BUY NOW

Bruce Banner #3
Fast

BUY NOW

Bruce Cookies

BUY NOW

With outrageous THC Levels,
if there’s one strain in your life
that you must grow its Bruce
Banner #3 from Original Sensible
Seeds. Bruce Banner seeds
are an original creation from
the USA and ranked one of the
strongest strains on the planet
with colossal THC levels and
aptly named Bruce Banner
aka The Incredible Hulk due
to its outstanding strength and
potency. Bruce Banner #3 is
one of our most accomplished
strains to date and we are
ecstatic to showcase these
outstanding feminised cannabis
seeds in our catalogue.

Bruce Banner #3 Fast is one of
the easiest strains in our Cali
range to grow. Bruce Banner
#3 Fast produces comparible
levels of potency and yield with
a shorter flowering period which
is great news for both indoor and
outdoor growers alike. A little
shorter and stockier with tighter
internodal spacing than its big
monster relative, robust with a
high tolorence level especially
when growing outdoor as the early
September harvest makes this titan
less prone to the natural elements
that can effect a crop especially
toward the end of the grow cycle.
For the more experienced grower
training methods such as scrog and
sog methods can be adapted.

Two monstrous THC producers
create the newest addition to
the USA West Coast range from
Original Sensible Seeds. Bruce
Cookies are premium marijuana
genetics selected from the
Original Sensible Cali range, the
big green dude Bruce Banner
#3 and cookie monster Do-SiDos OG. These 2 strains have
been specially selected for
both potency and production.
The parental lineage of Bruce
Cookies ensures an indica
dominant strain with a strong
but well balanced effect which
is stimulating, both physically as
well as cerebrally and relaxing.

BACK TO MENU

1

Colorado Ghost
OG x Strawberry
Diesel

60-65
days

35% Sativa
65% Indica

Oct

3

800g/m2
1000g/plant

28%

90-140cm
120-180cm

Low

5

10

25

50

9.99€ 27.99€ 40.99€ 73.99€ 169.99€ 319.99€

1

(Colorado Ghost OG
x Strawberry Diesel)
x Black Domina

50-55
days

35% Sativa
65% Indica

Sep

3

800g/m2
1000g/plant

25%

90-140cm
120-180cm

Low

5

10

25

50

8.99€ 23.99€ 35.99€ 67.99€ 154.99€ 288.99€

1

Bruce Banner #3
x Do-Si-Dos OG

60-65
days

30% Sativa
70% Indica

Oct

3

700g/m2
800g/plant

28%

100-160cm
130-180cm

Low

5

10

25

50

8.99€ 23.99€ 35.99€ 67.99€ 154.99€ 288.99€

Do-Si-Dos OG

BUY NOW

Gelato

BUY NOW

Girl Scout
Cookies

BUY NOW

Do-Si-Dos OG feminised
cannabis seeds are yet
another West Coast inspired
masterpiece. It was only a
matter of time before Girl Scout
Cookies was introduced to our
Colorado Ghost OG, both of
which have been the backbone
of our marijuana strains
showcase to conjure up this
potent indica dominant hybrid.
ready for harvest after just 60
to 65 days of flowering. Give
your body and mind a relaxing
euphoric treat with this mood
enhancing super smooth smoke
of cookies and cream that is
Do-Si-Dos OG.

Another West Coast strain
brought to the European
market by Original Sensible.
Originating from the Bay
Area in California, Gelato
is another genetic marvel
with fine parentage in both
the Sunset Sherbet and Girl
Scout Cookies (Thin Mint
pheno). Gelato is high in
THC with a euphoric effect.
Yields of 550g/m2 are easily
achievable when grown
indoors whilst when grown
outdoors over 750g per plant
is possible.

With colossal levels of THC and
incredible flavors It’s no wonder
Girl Scout Cookies is one of
the most popular varieties of
marijuana available on the
planet today. OG Kush and
Durban Poison combine to create
this Indica dominant plant which
obligatorily has a compact
resinous bud structure of tinted
purple leaves. Whether grown
indoor or outdoor it fits so easily
that even the novice grower will
achieve great results. And you
will not have to wait long either
indoors it will be finished after 70
days of flowering while outdoors
you will reap this powerful
headstash in early October.

BACK TO MENU

1

Do-Si-Dos x
Colorado
Ghost OG

60-65
days

20% Sativa
80% Indica

Oct

3

600g/m2
800g/plant

28%

100-160cm
120-180cm

Low

5

10

25

50

8.99€ 23.99€ 35.99€ 67.99€ 154.99€ 288.99€

1

Sunset Sherbert
x Girl Scout
Cookies

60-65
days

45% Sativa
55% Indica

Oct

3

550g/m2
750g/plant

25%

100-160cm
120-180cm

Low

5

10

25

50

9.99€ 27.99€ 40.99€ 73.99€ 169.99€ 319.99€

1

OG Kush x
Durban Poison

60-70
days

20% Sativa
80% Indica

Oct

3

450g/m2
700g/plant

25%

90-140cm
120-180cm

Low

5

10

25

50

8.99€ 23.99€ 35.99€ 67.99€ 154.99€ 288.99€

Gorilla Cookies

BUY NOW

Gorilla Glue #4

BUY NOW

Grandaddy
Black

BUY NOW

Another USA West Coast
inspired show piece starring
Gorilla Glue #4 and Do-Si-Dos
OG. Original Sensible Seeds
have created a euphoric feast
of sticky cream cookies with this
marijuana variety, new Gorilla
Cookies is a potent euphoric
banquet of cookie glue ecstasy.
By combining their strongest
resin producer GG#4 together
with their super smooth cookie
strain Do-Si-Dos OG Original
Sensible Seeds have created
what is arguably their best to
date rivaling in THC potency
to their showcase strain Bruce
Banner #3.

Gorilla Glue cannabis seeds are
considered the worlds strongest
and stickiest ever created and
Original Sensible Seeds feminised
Gorilla Glue #4 variety is a force to
be reckoned with. Potency (and
these seeds should carry a potency
warning) will outstrip most other
strains, the dense gloopy resin
crystals contain extreme levels of
THC producing a happy, euphoric
effect with an aftermath of heavy
sedation, no wonder this is one of
the top demanded cannabis strains
in the entire sphere. As a medical
strain GG#4 is a great way to ease
pain, relax muscle tension and aid
with sleep disorders, an all round feel
good marijuana strain that will make
you feel like you have conquered
the world.

Grandaddy Black is a deadly Indica
strain with unbelievable potency
and the power to lock even the
most experienced smoker to the
couch. Grandaddy Purple and
Black Domina blend to create this
lethal potion of Indica with the
capability of wiping out pain, stress,
depression, anxiety, insomnia, ease
muscular pain and spasms and
turn bad days into good. Compact
plants laden with plump potent resin
glazed buds that have an earthy
sweet fruity flavour with grape
undertone. The average flowering
period for these cannabis seeds
indoor is 60 to 65 days. Grandaddy
Black will also thrive outdoors and is
well suited to most climates finishing
toward the end of September/first
week of October.

BACK TO MENU

1

Gorilla Glue #4
x Do-Si-Dos OG

60-65
days

30% Sativa
70% Indica

Oct

3

600g/m2
700g/plant

28%

100-160cm
130-180cm

Low

5

10

25

50

8.99€ 23.99€ 35.99€ 67.99€ 154.99€ 288.99€

1

Chems Sister x
Sour Dubb x
Chocolate Diesel

56-63
days

50% Sativa
50% Indica

Oct

3

800g/m2
1000g/plant

28%

100-160cm
120-180cm

Low

5

10

25

50

9.99€ 27.99€ 40.99€ 73.99€ 169.99€ 319.99€

1

Grandaddy
Purple x Black
Domina

60-65
days

5% Sativa
95% Indica

Oct

3

600g/m2
800g/plant

23%

90-140cm
120-180cm

Low

5

10

25

50

8.99€ 23.99€ 35.99€ 67.99€ 154.99€ 288.99€

Purple Punch
Cookies

BUY NOW

Runtz Gum

BUY NOW

Wedding Cake

BUY NOW

Purple Punch Cookies
cannabis seeds are a complex
yet balanced hybrid with
parentage coming from Gelato,
Grandaddy Purple & Girl Scout
Cookies. Purple Punch Cookies
is a heavy yielder and is ready
to harvest at between 65 to 70
days flowering. Purple Punch
Cookies is a THC powerhouse
which should be handled with
caution by those without high
tolerance levels. You can
expect a balanced cerebral
and body sedative effect from
Purple Punch Cookies with a
sweet and fruity flavour with
notes of incense and hash.

Delicious sweet grapefruit
bubblegum flavour cannabis seeds
come courtesy of the latest Zkittlez
cross: Runtz Gum. These Sativa
dominant USA West Coast seeds
have a flowering time of 70 days
and grow to a medium height which
is suited for growing both indoors
and outdoors. Yields of 700g/m2 are
achievable indoor whilst harvests
of a few kilos are possible per plant
in the ground outdoors. Runtz Gum
has a sweet, fruity flavour with
citrus notes of grapefruit and acidic
strawberry reminiscent of the candy
this strain takes it’s name from. The
effect can be described as euphoric
from these High THC Sativa dominant
seeds with a nice Indica balance
of 60% Sativa to 40% Indica which
lends itself to creative pursuits.

Just like the Gelato, Wedding
Cake shares one side of her
parentage with Girl Scout
Cookies whilst the other side
comes from Cherry Pie. This
is another US genetic triumph
brought to the European
market by Original Sensible.
After sampling Wedding Cake
you should be left feeling very
relaxed with an air of happiness
and euphoria whilst being
uplifted and feeling energetic.
Yields of 500g-600g/m2 are
easily achievable when grown
indoors whilst when grown
outdoors over 800g per plant is
possible.

BACK TO MENU

1

(Gelato x
Grandaddy Purple)
x Girl Scout Cookies

65-70
days

50% Sativa
50% Indica

Oct

3

600g/m2
700g/plant

25%

90-140cm
120-180cm

Low

5

10

25

50

8.99€ 23.99€ 35.99€ 67.99€ 154.99€ 288.99€

1

Zkittlez x
Grapefruit
Bubblegum

70
days

40% Sativa
60% Indica

Oct

3

700g/m2
1000g/plant

28%

100-160cm
120-180cm

Low

5

10

25

50

8.99€ 23.99€ 35.99€ 67.99€ 154.99€ 288.99€

1

Girl Scout
Cookies x
Cherry Pie

56-63
days

20% Sativa
80% Indica

Oct

3

600g/m2
800g/plant

25%

90-140cm
120-180cm

Low

5

10

25

50

8.99€ 23.99€ 35.99€ 67.99€ 154.99€ 288.99€

Wedding
Cookies

BUY NOW

Zkittlez

BUY NOW

Zkittzy Gorilla

BUY NOW

The perfect match with a
marriage made in heaven of
Wedding Cake and Do-SiDos OG. Wedding Cookies
feminised seeds are another
USA West Coast inspired
genetic and with a heritage of
Girl Scout Cookies, Cherry Pie
and Colorado Ghost OG this
strain will put you on the edge.
The effect is intensely powerful
due to it’s high THC content
which is overwhelmingly
euphoric but when the
euphoria has run its course the
indica dominance prevails
with a counter blow of physical
relaxation.

American genetics at their
best and made available
in feminised seed form by
Original Sensible Seeds. Zkittlez
was created by crossing an
outstanding Afghan Kush Indica
with the Grandaddy Purple x
Grapefruit hybrid. Zkittlez is an
Indica dominant hybrid with a
potent, well balanced relaxing
and cerebral effect full of sugary
candy flavour, there’s no better
way to wind up your day than
with this inspiring sugar coated
starburst delight, Zkittlez weed
takes relaxation to a whole new
level wiping out pain, stress,
insomnia and depression.

After much recognition for
Original Sensible’s Gorilla Glue
#4, in particular for the crazy resin
production, Original Sensible have
combined GG#4 with the equally
acclaimed Zkittlez to create the all
new Zkittzy Gorilla! Thick dense colas
layered with syrupy tacky resin full
of Indica power counterbalance
uplifting, happy sensations and all
of this in a flowering time of under
65 days. For the more experienced
grower Scrog training is well suited
producing average yields indoors of
around 600g/m². Take Zkittzy Gorilla
outdoors and you will produce
a stocky bushy plant that’s well
controllable and easy to manage
and harvests an abundance of
succulent syrupy buds around end
September, early October.

BACK TO MENU

1

Wedding Cake
x Do-Si-Dos OG

60-70
days

30% Sativa
70% Indica

Oct

3

700g/m2
800g/plant

28%

100-160cm
130-180cm

Low

5

10

25

50

8.99€ 23.99€ 35.99€ 67.99€ 154.99€ 288.99€

1

(Grandaddy Purple
x Grapefruit)
x Afghan Kush

60-65
days

40% Sativa
60% Indica

Oct

3

600g/m2
700g/plant

22%

100-160cm
120-180cm

Low

5

10

25

50

9.99€ 27.99€ 40.99€ 73.99€ 169.99€ 319.99€

1

Gorilla Glue #4
x Zkittlez

60-65
days

40% Sativa
60% Indica

Oct

3

600g/m2
700g/plant

24%

100-160cm
120-180cm

Low

5

10

25

50

8.99€ 23.99€ 35.99€ 67.99€ 154.99€ 288.99€

Auto Destroyer

BUY NOW

Auto Jack Herer

BUY NOW

Auto Purple

BUY NOW

Auto Destroyer from Original
Sensible is an automatic version of
the multiple award winner AK47.
Like most autoflowering varieties
the growth cycle is vigorous. The
plants themselves stay short and
compact developing a massive
main cola with an array of
secondary lateral branches and,
in the right growing conditions
can yield an impressive amount
of amazing weed in just 75 days
from seed. A lavish harvest of 400g/
m2 of medicinal grade weed can
be achieved indoors but put these
babies outdoor you can expect
high yields of fruity sativa head
stash with the aroma of Chemical
Orange/Orange liquor that can
easily exceed 100g per plant.

Auto JH from Original Sensible,
one of the most powerful strains of
Auto Jack Herer around. This plant
is productive, full of flavour and
offers a high that you won’t forget.
Her energising, positive effect
ensures fatigue, depression, stress
and chronic pain are simply not
an issue and this all comes from
autoflowering cannabis seeds
that are easy to grow and don’t
even need much room. Indoor or
outdoor they will take less than
75 days to complete their cycle
from seed bringing in a substantial
harvest of spicy, flavorsome resin
coated weed that has the power
to deliver an intoxicating physical
elevation.

Auto Purple from Original
Sensible, is definitely one to
try. This sensational plant uses
a mix of pure Afghan Purple
and the newest generation
autoflowering genetics to make
a fast producing plant that
you are really going to enjoy.
Even in the growing phase,
this plant looks as good as it
tastes. Growing this plant is easy
although the THC content of this
variety is of a medium value,
you’ll be able to really enjoy her
delicious spicy earth flavours
without sedation as Auto Purple
is an Indica strain that allows
you a multi-sensory pleasure.

BACK TO MENU

1

AK 47 x
Autoflowering

70-80
days

Sativa
Dominant

Apr Nov

3

400g/m2
100g/plant

18%

60-120cm
60-120cm

Low

5

10

25

50

5.99€ 15.99€ 23.99€ 44.99€ 105.99€ 199.99€

1

Jack Herer x
Autoflowering

65-75
days

Sativa
Dominant

Apr Nov

3

450g/m2
120g/plant

18%

60-120cm
60-120cm

Low

5

10

25

50

6.99€ 19.99€ 30.99€ 56.99€ 129.99€ 242.99€

1

Afghan Purple
x Autoflowering

50-60
days

Indica
Dominant

Apr Nov

3

400g/m2
80g/plant

16%

60-120cm
60-120cm

Low

5

10

25

50

8.99€ 23.99€ 35.99€ 67.99€ 154.99€ 288.99€

Auto Skunk

BUY NOW

Lemonberry
Haze Auto

BUY NOW

Purple Haze
Auto

BUY NOW

Auto Skunk from the Original
Sensible seed bank brings
autoflowering cannabis seeds
to a whole new level. By
combining next generation
autoflowering genetics in the
Critical Auto with the fabulous
old school stable hybrid that
is Skunk #1, we have created
a sensational autoflowering
cannabis seed that has all
the qualities of a really good
skunk with an ease of growing.
Auto Skunk is great for people
with limited room for growing
cannabis or for those that want
to be discreet in their gardening
choices.

We’ve juiced up our Auto
Blueberry Ghost OG with the
energizing Lemon Haze to
liven up your day with a potent
measure of euphoria. This new
genetic line brings a balance of
sativa potency rich in cerebral
pleasure to stimulate your body
and mind and leave an array of
tarty sweet fruity flavours dancing
on your taste buds which we
know will appease recreational
and medicinal users alike and
to harvest this cerebral beauty
yourself from seed takes less than
70 days. Lemonberry Haze Auto
seeds are incredibly easy to grow,
if you’re new to growing cannabis
there’s not a better strain to start.

Purple Haze is a legendary strain
and one of the most well known
marijuana varieties thanks to
the Jimi Hendrix song of the
same name. If you’re looking for
mind blowing exhilarating weed
to keep you focused, energized
and flying high throughout the
day then Purple Haze Auto
will not only hurtle you straight
towards that end but keep you
there too. Whether you grow
indoor or out, these Purple Haze
Auto seeds couldn’t be easier
and with a high tolerance to
pests and disease together
with a fast seed to harvest
turnaround of just 70 to 75 days.

BACK TO MENU

1

Critical Auto
x Skunk #1

60-65
days

Indica
Dominant

Apr Nov

3

400g/m2
100g/plant

18%

60-120cm
60-120cm

Low

5

10

25

50

5.99€ 15.99€ 23.99€ 44.99€ 105.99€ 199.99€

1

Auto Blueberry
Ghost OG x
Lemon Haze

60-70
days

50% Sativa
50% Indica

Apr Nov

3

450g/m2
120g/plant

19%

60-120cm
60-120cm

Low

5

10

25

50

6.99€ 19.99€ 30.99€ 56.99€ 129.99€ 242.99€

1

Purple Haze
x Auto Purple

70-75
days

Sativa
Dominant

Apr Nov

3

350g/m2
65g/plant

17%

60-120cm
60-120cm

Low

5

10

25

50

5.99€ 15.99€ 23.99€ 44.99€ 105.99€ 199.99€

Super Auto
Lemon Haze

BUY NOW

White Crystal
Meth Auto

BUY NOW

Lemon 5 (A special lemon
pheno of Amnesia 5) and
autoflowering genetics bring
you all the delicious mouth
watering flavour of a high
quality Lemon Haze. From seed
to harvest you only have to wait
70-75 days with exceptional
good yields of up to 120g per
plant, and a balance of THC
potency that is rich in cerebral
pleasure. When you want to
maximise those yields, use
15 to 25 litre pots for your little
ladies. And though this may
delay the finishing time by a few
days, the results will be simply
exceptional.

When you want an autoflowering
strain with an above average
resin production with buds that
glisten like jewels, look no further
then White Crystal Meth Auto
from Original Sensible Seeds.
With yields indoor of up to 600g/
m2 and around 100g per plant
outdoor White Crystal Meth
Auto is the jewel in the Original
Sensible Seeds crown. With a
rich deep bodied stone that is
totally tranquil and powerful
enough to eradicate pain,
muscular tension and induce
total relaxation White Crystal
Meth Auto can do all of this in
under 65 days seed to harvest!

BACK TO MENU

1

Lemon 5
x Autoflowering

70-75
days

Sativa
Dominant

Apr Nov

3

450g/m2
120g/plant

19%

60-120cm
60-120cm

Low

5

10

25

50

7.99€ 21.99€ 34.99€ 64.99€ 148.99€

1

White Widow Auto
x Crystal Meth

60-65
days

50% Sativa
50% Indica

Apr Nov

3

600g/m2
100g/plant

20%

60-120cm
60-120cm

Low

5

10

25

50

6.99€ 19.99€ 30.99€ 56.99€ 129.99€ 242.99€

Auto Blueberry
Ghost OG

BUY NOW

Auto Ghost
Cookies

BUY NOW

Auto Ghost OG

BUY NOW

Original Sensible Seeds flagship
strain Blueberry Ghost OG is
blended with Auto OG Kush
to produce a fast and easy to
grow version of this superior
hybrid mariuana variety. These
feminised autoflowering seeds
produce short heavyset plants
which give a quick turn around
of dank tantalizing juicy fruity
weed. In just 70 days from
seed these babies are ripe
and ready for harvest. Earthy,
fruity berry weed with a slight
acidic undertone will uplift you
instantly delivering great waves
of euphoric pleasure which then
leads into a tranquil solace of
relaxation.

Auto Ghost Cookies would
usually reach a medium height of
between 80cm and 100cm with
indoor yields of 600g/m2 and 150g
per plant when grown outdoors.
Fast finishing autoflowering
genetics means that the grow
time is only 70 to 75 days from
seed to harvest. The effect is
strong, giving a relaxed physical
sensation. Quality parentage
including OG Kush, Durban Poison,
Colorado Ghost OG & Blueberry
Ghost OG won’t disappoint even
the most hardened toker but the
bag appeal isn’t lost either with
crystally THC covered tight green
buds, purple flecks and deep
amber hairs.

Auto OG Kush just got even better
with the addition of Colorado Ghost
OG. In this new and improved
version of our Auto OG Kush we
used the Colorado Ghost cut,
improving the taste, flavor and
effect. The only aspect that remains
the same is the simplicity to grow.
Even a novice grower will be able
to produce top quality THC crystal
packed nugs in less than 75 days
from seed to harvest which are both
stimulating and relaxing. The taste
and aroma remains seductive and
earthy but with a more heavier citrus
and piney background delivering a
powerful body stone with a happy
euphoric effect leading to a dreamy
relaxation with the power to eleviate
stress, anxiety and sleep issues.

BACK TO MENU

1

Blueberry Ghost
OG x Auto
OG Kush

70-75
days

Indica
Dominant

Apr Nov

3

450g/m2
150g/plant

18%

60-120cm
60-120cm

Low

5

10

25

50

6.99€ 19.99€ 30.99€ 56.99€ 129.99€ 242.99€

1

Girl Scout Cookies
x Auto Blueberry
Ghost OG

70-75
days

Indica
Dominant

Apr Nov

3

600g/m2
150g/plant

20%

60-120cm
60-120cm

Low

5

10

25

50

6.99€ 19.99€ 30.99€ 56.99€ 129.99€ 242.99€

1

Colorado Ghost
OG x Auto OG
Kush

65-75
days

Indica
Dominant

Apr Nov

3

400g/m2
120g/plant

20%

60-120cm
60-120cm

Low

5

10

25

50

6.99€ 19.99€ 30.99€ 56.99€ 129.99€ 242.99€

Blueberry
Cookies Auto

BUY NOW

Bruce Banner
#3 Auto

BUY NOW

Do-Si-Dos Auto

BUY NOW

Two cutting edge strains combine
to create Blueberry Cookies
Auto. Our hard hitting blue titan
Blueberry Ghost OG is crossed with
our autoflowering variety of Girl
Scout Cookies creating an ecstasy
of musky sweet fruit flavoured
weed. The earthy muskiness flows
through the fruity berry sweetness
with a palatable zesty after-taste.
An incredible flavour from the
most credited cannabis genetics.
These mouthwatering flavours
don’t come alone. The effect
is a powerful euphoric upbeat
buzz soon followed by a dreamy
relaxation which will subdue you
into a gratifying head and body
stone - prepare to be subdued.

Bruce Banner #3 is an original
creation from the USA and one
of the strongest cannabis strains
on the market. Bruce Banner #3
Auto can be ready to harvest in
between 65 and 70 days from
seed. When grown indoors a
height of between 60cm and
120cm is expected with yields of
500g/m2, whilst 150g per plant is
an attainable harvest when grown
outdoor. Just like the photoperiod
monster that Bruce Banner #3
Auto is born from, this little beauty
packs some serious fire power
and produces quality buds laden
with THC crystals. The effect is well
balanced between cerebral and a
relaxed body stone.

Another cookies creation takes
Do-Si-Dos OG from Original
Sensible Seeds and adds Girl
Scout Cookies in to the mix for
the autoflowering sensation:
Do-Si-Dos Auto. The best of
American genetics presented in
an Indica dominant, feminized
auto that finishes in under 75
days from seed to harvest.
These fast finishing autoflowering
seeds reach a medium height
of between 80cm and 100cm
with indoor yields of 650g/m2
and 150g per plant when grown
outdoors. The effect is a well
balanced euphoric stimulant
with a deep relaxed physical
sensation.

BACK TO MENU

1

Blueberry Ghost
OG x Girl Scout
Cookies Auto

70-75
days

Indica
Dominant

Apr Nov

3

600g/m2
150g/plant

20%

60-120cm
60-120cm

Low

5

10

25

50

7.99€ 21.99€ 34.99€ 64.99€ 148.99€ 275.99€

1

(Colorado Ghost OG
x Strawberry Diesel)
x Auto Ghost OG

65-70
days

Indica
Dominant

Apr Nov

3

500g/m2
150g/plant

20%

60-120cm
60-120cm

Low

5

10

25

50

7.99€ 21.99€ 34.99€ 64.99€ 148.99€ 275.99€

1

Do-Si-Dos OG
x Girl Scout
Cookies Auto

65-75
days

Indica
Dominant

Apr Nov

3

600g/m2
150g/plant

20%

60-120cm
60-120cm

Low

5

10

25

50

7.99€ 21.99€ 34.99€ 64.99€ 148.99€ 275.99€

Gelato Auto

BUY NOW

Girl Scout
Cookies Auto

BUY NOW

Gorilla Glue #4
Auto

BUY NOW

Gelato is another ‘American’ strain
created since the law changes
throughout the US from some
seriously fire parentage in both
Sunset Sherbet and Girl Scout
Cookies (Thin Mint pheno). Original
Sensible Seeds have been working
on an autoflowering version of
Gelato since acquiring the genetics
that enabled them to reproduce
the photoperiod original. The
colouration of the photoperiod
original is shown in Gelato Auto
with the purple hues and fiery
orange hairs and of course her
intense resin production. The effect
is one of heavy physical relaxation
but still allows for productivity and
creativity if enjoying Gelato Auto
during daylight hours.

After the outstanding success of
the feminised photoperiod Girl
Scout Cookies, we wanted to
create an autoflowering version so
that this strain could be enjoyed
by everyone. Original Sensible
Seeds Girl Scout Cookies is a
fabulous genetic and by crossing
her with the Auto Ghost OG, an
autoflowering masterpiece has
been created. Girl Scout Cookies
Auto would expect to reach a
height between 60cm and 120cm
with yields of 600g/m2 when grown
indoors, whilst 150g per plant is an
achievable harvest for outdoor
crops. The effect is well balanced
between cerebral and a relaxed
body stone.

Another one of our most popular
photoperiod strains converted to
an autoflowering variety, Gorilla
Glue #4 Auto has all the traits of a
future champion. The decision to
create an autoflowering version
of our best selling Gorilla Glue
#4 was an obvious one and was
made quite some time ago.
Again, using genetics from an
original creation from the USA
that in terms of potency is right up
there with the most potent strains
in the world. Gorilla Glue #4 Auto
is a THC producing machine with
superior colas that are straight
fire and offer a well balanced
effect between body and mind.

BACK TO MENU

1

(Sunset Sherbet x Girl
Scout Cookies) X Girl
Scout Cookies Auto

70-75
days

Indica
Dominant

Apr Nov

3

500g/m2
100g/plant

20%

60-120cm
60-120cm

Low

5

10

25

50

7.99€ 21.99€ 34.99€ 64.99€ 148.99€ 275.99€

1

(OG Kush x
Durban Poison) X
Auto Ghost OG

65-70
days

Indica
Dominant

Apr Nov

3

600g/m2
150g/plant

20%

60-120cm
60-120cm

Low

5

10

25

50

7.99€ 21.99€ 34.99€ 64.99€ 148.99€ 275.99€

1

Gorilla Glue #4
x Critical Diesel
Auto

65-70
days

50% Indica
50% Sativa

Apr Nov

3

500g/m2
100g/plant

20%

60-120cm
60-120cm

Low

5

10

25

50

7.99€ 21.99€ 34.99€ 64.99€ 148.99€ 275.99€

Orange Diesel
Auto

BUY NOW

Wedding Cake
Auto

BUY NOW

Zkittlez Auto

BUY NOW

Orange Diesel Auto combines
old school cannabis classics
of Californian Orange Bud and
NY Diesel with Super Skunk
autoflowering genetics. This well
balanced Indica / Sativa hybrid
is feminized and finishes in under
80 days from seed to harvest and
is characterised by a fruity, acidic
orange flavour with woody and
spicy notes. The genetics used
in the creation of Orange Diesel
Auto cannabis seeds are favoured
by commercial growers for their
stability and alluring bag appeal.
Orange Diesel Auto gives you
a taste from the classic Dutch
coffeeshop of the mid-nineties with
the potency of today’s West Coast,
American strains.

Wedding Cake is another West
Coast strain from California that has
it’s parentage in Girl Scout Cookies
and Cherry Pie and is sometimes
referred to as Birthday Cake or
Pink Panties. Wedding Cake Auto
gives growers the opportunity to
experience these American strains
without the need for special lighting
and the ability to achieve 2 or more
harvests a year as Wedding Cake
Auto will be ready to harvest in
around 70 days from seed with a
yield of 150g per plant when grown
outdoors and 600g/m2 when grown
indoors. The effect from Wedding
Cake Auto is potent and relaxing
as you would expect from heavy
Indica seeds but well balanced
between physical and cerebral.

One of the newest West Coast
photoperiod genetics turned
auto flowering by Original
Sensible Seeds. Zkittlez Auto is
Indica dominant and offers a
well balanced cerebral and
relaxing body stone. Zkittlez Auto
takes 65 to 70 days from seed to
harvest. An average height for
indoor growing is between 80cm
and 100cm with an expected
yield of 500g/m2, but 100g per
plant is expected when growing
outdoor. Zkittlez Auto produces
large buds of green with hints of
purple and is a good producer of
THC laden resin.

BACK TO MENU

1

(Californian Orange
x NY Diesel) x
Auto Super Skunk

70-80
days

50% Sativa
50% Indica

Apr Nov

3

500g/m2
130g/plant

20%

60-120cm
60-120cm

Low

5

10

25

50

7.99€ 21.99€ 34.99€ 64.99€ 148.99€ 275.99€

1

Wedding Cake
x Girl Scout
Cookies Auto

65-70
days

Indica
Dominant

Apr Nov

3

600g/m2
150g/plant

20%

60-120cm
60-120cm

Low

5

10

25

50

7.99€ 21.99€ 34.99€ 64.99€ 148.99€ 275.99€

1

(Grandaddy Purple
x Grapefruit) x
Auto Ghost OG

65-70
days

Indica
Dominant

Apr Nov

3

500g/m2
100g/plant

20%

60-120cm
60-120cm

Low

5

10

25

50

7.99€ 21.99€ 34.99€ 64.99€ 148.99€ 275.99€

CannaBoom
CBD+

BUY NOW

CannaFuel
CBD

BUY NOW

Dr Bruce
Banner CBD

BUY NOW

Our analysis shows CannaBoom
CBD+ seeds can be compliant
and legal to grow in some
countries due to their low THC
content. CannaBoom CBD+
not only has minimum THC and
high CBD level, these seeds also
benefit from a small percentage
of CBG. CannaBoom CBD+ is
recommended for growing
outdoor only and plants can grow
tall. With a flowering period of
9 - 10 weeks, harvesting outdoor
is around the month of October
and the rewards are impressive,
depending on growing conditions
800g per plant is easily produced
whilst 1kg per plant is not
unachievable.

CannaFuel CBD+ are our
highest CBD seeds to date with
a high CBD content of 28%
and low THC content of 0.5%
and because these seeds are
almost THC free can be legally
grown in many countries that
permit growing cannabis
with low levels of THC. Plus
the cannabinoid everyone’s
talking about CBG makes
an appearance in Original
Sensible Seeds. Analysis shows
that CannaFuel CBD seeds
produce a CBG content of
0.37% which will generally
increase following the curing
process.

Bruce Banner #3 is one of the
biggest hitters in the world of
cannabis strains whilst in contrast
Carmen has very low levels of
THC. But despite the low levels
of THC, Carmen has a fantastic
flavour profile and very high
levels of CBD. By crossing these
two vartieties of contrasting
cannabinoids we have created
Dr. Bruce Banner, a 1:1 THC:CBD
of around 10%. Dr. Bruce Banner is
an important cannabis hybrid for
medicinal purposes and is ready
to harvest after 60 to 70 days of
flowering. The effect is a strong
balanced physical relaxant. Yields
of 500g/m2 can be achieved of
1:1 THC:CBD sweet fruity mandarin
buds with citric notes.

BACK TO MENU

1

(Harlequin x Sour
Tsunami) x ACDC

60-70
days

50% Sativa
50% Indica

Oct

3

500g/m2
800g/plant

20%

140-200cm
200-250cm

0.01%
0.30%

5

10

25

50

8.99€ 23.99€ 35.99€ 67.99€ 154.99€ 288.99€

1

(Sour Diesel x
ACDC) x
Cannatonic

55-60
days

60% Sativa
40% Indica

Oct

3

500g/m2
650g/plant

28%

100-160cm
120-180cm

0.37%
0.50%

5

10

25

50

8.99€ 23.99€ 35.99€ 67.99€ 154.99€ 288.99€

1

Bruce Banner
#3 x Carmen

60-70
days

50% Sativa
50% Indica

Oct

3

500g/m2
600g/plant

10%

100-160cm
120-180cm

10%

5

10

25

50

8.99€ 23.99€ 35.99€ 67.99€ 154.99€ 288.99€

Sweet Peach
Auto CBD

BUY NOW

After lots of work with High CBD
strains we’ve created our first
autoflowering version: Sweet
Peach CBD Auto. This Special
Edition 1:1 CBD autoflowering
strain has a fantastic summer
freshness in regards to flavour
being sweet and fruity with initial
bursts of grapefruit and peach
with lemon citrus hints and woody
notes. As you would expect from
High CBD seeds, Sweet Peach
Auto CBD has a well balanced
effect of both relaxing and
physical. With an almost equal
THC:CBD ratio of 9% and 12%
respectively, this special edition
autoflowering strain is the ideal
ingredient for extractions and oils.

BACK TO MENU

1

Secret x Auto

55-60
days

50% Sativa
50% Indica

Apr Nov

3

600g/m2
150g/plant

9%

60-120cm
60-120cm

12%

5

10

25

50

6.99€ 19.99€ 30.99€ 56.99€ 129.99€ 242.99€

www.originalsensible.com
www.facebook.com/OriginalSensible
www.instagram.com/OriginalSensibleSeeds

